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Literature in Italy after the death of Tasso in 1595 fell into
poor ways. Its great man was Giambattista Marino (1569-
1625), who is considered perhaps the most artificial, pre-
cocious, and affected poet who ever rose to high repute.
" With Marino, the last son of the literary Renaissance, art
was precipitated into the abyss of decadence."1 His influence
dominated Italian letters through the seventeenth century,
and is said even to have been responsible for the * preciosity *
that afflicted all Europe, and which Moltere pilloried in Les
Precieuses Ridicules. The men of letters who met in the Palazzo
Corsini, the home of Queen Christina of Sweden in her last
years in Rome, cultivated nature and simplicity, in reaction
against the turgid followers of Marino. In 1690, the year
after Christina's death, her literary group founded the
Arcadian Academy. The new Academy captured Roman
society. Cardinals and princes gave it their patronage. The
movement spread all over Italy.2 The great Metastasio was,
in a sense, an outcome of the movement, for he was adopted
and brought up by an Arcadian. His genius and power of
originality carried him far beyond the Arcadians. From the
time when he wrote the tibretto of Didone ctolandonate, an
opera produced at Naples in 1722, his position in the world
of Italian letters was unchallenged. He may not himself have
felt deeply, but there is no doubt that he had the gift of pure
song. Like many of the Italian poets, he removed to Vienna,
the greatest market for librettists of operas. He lived there,
working rather lazily, a good-natured, selfish old valetudinarian,
until his death in 1782. Besides Metastasio's* real poetry
was also written by lite Milanese priest Giuseppe Parini, a
member of the Trasformati, an academy founded at Milan in
1743. His great poem, II Giorno, a day in the life of a young
man of fashion, began to appear in 1763. The liberal Austrian
Governor of Lombardy, Count Firmian, recognized the poetic
and also the political value of // Giarno, and gave Parini a
1 Vhtoria Rossi, quoted inL. Collison-Morfey, Modern ItaK&t IM&atiare
(1911), p. 5.
* See below, pp.

